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A study on mind-line with respect to palmistry 

 
Sneha Masta and Dr. Tia Bansal 
 
Abstract  
Mind is the force that enables us to alter our natural life map, making us able to modify our type qualities 
more powerfully than any other factor. It is an important line, and innumerable experiments have shown 
that it indicates the amount of mentality, the power of mental concentration, and the ability to self-
control. The kind of mind that each subject possesses will be largely the key to their future, for it makes 
them whatever they are, improves their natural self, and builds up or tears down the strong places in their 
character.  
The study of headlines determines the quality and quantity of brain power present. We can’t know 
anyone or judge anyone by watching them but the hand is always there to study. It has been found that 
through detailed study inner working and thoughts are disclosed. 
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1. Introduction 
Palmistry is the art of predicting events in the future through the study of the palm. It involves 
the studying and interpretation of one’s palm lines. Palmistry is rather simple if you know all 
the lines, their meanings, and where they’re located. This means that the procedure for 
conducting a reading isn’t as strict or defined as it is for other methods.   
I prefer palmistry more than astrology, because if you are not sure about the date and time of 
birth, then the result may differ in astrology, but in palmistry, the moment of the birth of a 
person is not so important, instead of lines and marks on the palm of a person are of virtual 
importance to his life. 
This Science is greatly developed in India Our Ancestors studied it thoroughly. If one studies 
this Science based on indication, then the results will be fully authentic. Nowadays stress has 
become an important part of life. Every Person is stressed at a certain level. Stress can be 
defined as any type of change that causes physical, emotional, and psychological strain. 
Everyone experiences stress to some degree. The way we respond to stress, however, makes a 
big difference to our overall well-being. It depicts the mental or intellectual ability of the 
person. It shoves the power of the person. It shoves the power of the mind and its capabilities. 
It is located above the lifeline between the thumb and the index finger horizontally. 
The Headline reveals a person’s wisdom, belief, attitude, thinking ability, strain capacity, and 
creative ability, as well as the ability of memory self-control, and more. In general, a deep and 
thin headline is good for a person, but the length, bending chains, donuts, branches, crossing, 
stars, and islands of the headline conveys a different meaning. 
 
2. Types of Lines 
 Long: If the lines extended and end under the small finger, it is regarded as a long line. If 

we have such a very clear mind, they are responsively good at thinking and more 
considerate than others. 

 Medium: If your headline extends to the ring finger, it is of medium length. Most people 
are of this kind. You are brilliant. Sometimes even you have a higher ability to do things. 

 Short: A small part of the person has a short headline that only extends under the middle 
finger. There are slow to respond and careless but they could finish assigned took in a 
systematic way. 

 Straight: If your headline is straight, it predicts that you are very dedicated and have 
strong analytic and practical abilities. You were usually a born ideologist and could 
perform well in mathematics, commerce, science, and technological fields. 
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 Curved: You are gentle, tolerant, and realistic and have 

great skills in fields like mass media, literature social 
science, and psychology. You can show off your talent 
compute. 

 Step Downward: You are fertile of imagination and have 
high creation ability and artistic talent. You are easy to be 
influenced by emotion. 

 Chained: The chained headline is common to see in 
Palmistry. If your headline is chained, it indicates 
fluctuating attention, lack of concentration, suspicion, 
and deliberation. If there are chains at the beginning of 
the headline, you usually look at pudding headed, with 
poor memory, disordered thought, at the same time lack 
of determination, and also are a heavy drinker. 

 Broken: If the Head line is Broken into two parts then 
the person can suffer from a sudden illness and 
interruptions in their career. If there are regular intervals 
in the line then the person is strong-minded but 
unfortunately cannot live harmoniously with the partner 
and can face a breakup. 

 
3. Planets 
 Mars 

A person whose headline rises inside the lifeline on the 
lower mount of Mars has qualities designated by the 
planet Mars. They would tend argumentative fighting and 
generally are of quarrelsome dispositions. These qualities 
will be intensified if the headline goes straight to the 
upper mount of Mars on the permission under the mount 
of Mercury. 

 Saturn 
If the mind lines make changes under the mount of 
Saturn, then it shows different symptoms, if there is an 
island under the mount of Saturn in the mind line then it 
shows that the person has to go through a stomach 
operation or has to suffer through bone problems. If there 
is a problem on the mind line under the mount of Saturn 
then it shows person may suffer from a knee problem and 
piles problems. 

 Moon 
Moon represents an emotional or artistic temperament 
and the extent of beauty, romance, and creativity idealism 
in an individual. People with a well-developed mount of 
the moon are admirers of aesthetics and pleasure and may 
be artists, musicians, or writers. 
A well-developed mount of the moon represents that the 
subject is always carried away in emotions and cannot 
see anyone sad. They often imagine beyond reality. 
The mind line is deeply connected with the mount of the 
moon. If the mind line goes through the moon mount, 
then it gives information about mental trauma, worries, 
and diseases arising in life. 
The native may think excessively because of this. The 
native will turn ruthless over the smallest of matters. The 
native sleep will also be obstructed psychologically too 
the native will get disturbed easily. 

 Mount of Rahu and Ketu 
The position of the mount of these two planets in a palm 
is controversial. Ancient palmistry does not give many 
details about the mount of these two planets. Rahu 
represents our reaction to the existing circumstances 
whereas ketu represents our reactions to the happenings 
of the past. The mount of Rahu is present beneath the line 
of the head in the plain of Mars and the mount of ketu is 

present opposite to it between the mount of the moon and 
the mount of Venus. 

 Jupiter 
The mount of Jupiter is found at the base of the first 
finger. The mind line and life line both start under the 
mount of Jupiter. The person having Jupiter mount 
developed are great leaders, social, developed great 
leaders, social, devoted, religious, and spiritual too. They 
are helpful by nature, promised person, and social. They 
respect their elders and have a successful married life. 
People having undeveloped Jupiter mount are less 
courageous, have disbelief in Gods, are less social, and 
face some issues in married life too. 
If Jupiter’s mount is developed and the mind line is clear 
in hand, then the people are creative. They have a great 
impact and influence on society. They contribute a lot to 
social work and society. They are respected everywhere 
and have a great leadership quality 

 Sun 
This mount is found at the base of the ring finger. A 
person having a good mount of the sun gets easy fame. 
They can reach their goal and shines like the sun. A 
person having good sun mount makes you healthy and 
courageous. A well-developed mount of the sun along 
with a fortune line in the palm indicates success and 
growth in life along with respect and popularity in 
society. 

 
4. Signs  
 Cross 
On the headline, a cross mark can indicate a mental block, 
obstacle, or self-deception. That means the person might lie to 
himself, believing in something that isn’t true for ex- he might 
believe everything is well in his relationship even though 
deep down inside, he knows it’s not. 
 If your headline goes down with a crossing at the end, 

you may have a serious accident. 
 Three or more crossings on the line represents you have 

genetic heart disease or coronary disease. 
 
 Island 
An Island on the Head Line represents you are distracted and 
suffer memory frustration. The Larger the island is the more 
serious your mental crisis is. The location of the island 
conveys a different meaning. 
 For an island below the mount of Jupiter, it means you 

were born with poor nutrition. Also, you couldn’t 
concentrate when doing things. 

 An island below the mount of Saturn means you are easy 
to get a headache and suffer from depression. Also, you 
are with a bad stomach and often suffer from a loss of 
appetite. 

 An island below the mount of Apollo which is located 
below the ring finger shows you usually are weak-eyed. 

 An island below the mount of a little finger means you 
may suffer a nervous breakdown. 

 Two islands mean you may suffer once phal asthenia or a 
memory decline you usually leak common sense, 
stubborn. 

 
 Star 
If there is a star on your headline, it indicates that you may get 
hurt or suffer from diseases especially get a headache. What 
you should protect well is the head and should try to avoid 
any injuries to the head. 
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 If the star is beside the mind line it’s a good sign to show 

your great wisdom. 
 
 Simian Line: Heart line Meets Head Line 
For some people, the headline and the heat line overlap into a 
single line. It is called the Simian line. 
It is generally acknowledged that for men, the simian line 
symbolizes the ability to create wealth. Many successful men 
do have the line indicating the hard life, bad luck to loved 
ones, and a high probability of diversity. 
People with the simian line on the carrier front are loyal, 
honest, and capable of performing well. They are highly 
responsible. Such people are also good rule-makers and 
followers. They are not the kinds who are dishonest at work 
and like the opposite for the right path in achieving issues. 
Women with the simian line are career-oriented, highly 
independent, and capable. 
If the simian line is on the left hand, they are likely to possess 
a lot of wealth if on the right hand then you are a good ruler. 
You are likely to be competent and powerful along with being 
affectionate. 
 

5. The following details were checked on palm and 
discussed  
 
Sl No Palm Check Description Points 

1. Type of Palm 
2. Type of Mindline 
3. Type of Mount of Mindline 
4. Effect of the mount, till where the mind line goes. 

5. Effects of the mount, like the moon, mars, and Saturn on the 
person. 

6. Changes in headlines and thoughts of the person 

7. Observing the anger, anxiety, and stress levels through the 
mind line 

 
6. Research Method 
 Raigarh is the chosen place for research, as I live here. 
 Samples of hands collected from everywhere, who were 

interested to show their palm. 
 Data is collected from family, relatives, neighbours, 

skilled and unskilled workers from Raigarh and other 
places. 

 For references, Palmistry books were very helpful. 
 

7. Palm Reading – (Observations & Remarks)
 

Sample 1: 
 

Name: Seema 
Age: 47 

Place: Jamshedpur, Tatanagar 
 

Analysis 
 

 Separated headline from lifeline and Mars mount is good. The separated headline shows she has an independent personality and does 
like someone to boss around. She likes to control her love and doesn’t like to listen to others. 

 Good Mars shows she is courageous but has a bad temper. She can’t control her anger and often regrets it. 
 
Overall, her independent personality and bad temper sometimes leads her to bad situations which she can’t control and hence, suffers. 
Independent line makes her independent and she often doesn’t care for others which leads her to argue with her family members or relatives. 
 

 
 

Sample 2: 
 

Name: Binod 
Age: 20 

Place: Delhi 
 

Analysis 
 

 Cross on Head line under the mount of Saturn. The mind line is not clear. 
 Any sign under the mount of Saturn does not represent any good sign. Crossing on the headline under Saturn Mount shows injury by 
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the animals, mine explosion, and head injury due to an accident. Some might suffer from heart disease or coronary disease. 

 Apart from Mindline Heart line also doesn’t seems to be clear between the Sun and Saturn mount. He has to be careful. 
 
 
 

 
 

Sample 3: 
 

 The headline and Heart line is the same. People have simian lines. 
 This simian line is a unique kind of line that is only present in a few hands. 
 The presence of the Simian line in this person’s hand indicates the blend of mental and emotional power. It shows that this person has 

the power. It shows that this person has the power to make decisions as he is a quick thinker but at the same time, he is likely to be 
short-tempered. 

 He may be Stubborn or self-centered. His carrier will be good and he will be highly responsible and a good ruler. But at the same time, 
a person may think twice or thrice before making choices. As the heart line and head line are the same the person should think from 
the mind not by heart while making a decision. This person may take advice from others so that he will not regret it in the future. 
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